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Abstract

There is a significant inflection in risk taking and criminal behavior during adolescence, but the

basis for this increase remains largely unknown. An increased sensitivity to rewards has been

suggested to explain these behaviors. Yet juvenile offenses often occur in emotionally charged

situations of negative valence. How behavior is altered by changes in negative emotional

processes during adolescence has received less attention than changes in positive emotional

processes. The current study uses a measure of impulsivity in combination with cues that signal

threat or safety to assess developmental changes in emotional responses to threat cues. We show

that adolescents, especially males, impulsively react to threat cues relative to neutral ones, more

than adults or children, even when instructed not to respond. This adolescent specific behavioral

pattern is paralleled by enhanced activity in limbic cortical regions implicated in detection and

assignment of emotional value to inputs and in the subsequent regulation of responses to them

when successfully suppressing impulsive responses to threat cues. In contrast, prefrontal control

regions implicated in detecting and resolving competing responses show an adolescent emergent

pattern (i.e., greater activity in adolescents and adults relative to children) during successful

suppression of a response regardless of emotion. Our findings suggest that adolescence is a period

of heightened sensitivity to social and emotional cues that results in diminished regulation of

behavior in their presence.
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Introduction

Adolescents commit more crimes per capita than children or adults in the United States [1]

and in nearly all industrialized cultures [2]. Their proclivity toward incentives [3,4] and risk

taking [5,6,7,8] has been suggested to underlie the inflection in criminal activity observed

during this time. Yet heightened sensitivity to incentives and risk taking are only part of the

equation, as criminal behaviors often occur in emotionally charged situations of negative

valence. Does negative emotional information impact self control differently across

development? Previous work has shown that positive emotional cues lead to poorer self

control in adolescents relative to children and adults [3], but do negative emotional cues also

lead to poor impulse control? The current study tests whether adolescents are more

impulsive relative to adults or children when there is a signal of potential threat using a

measure of impulsivity in combination with cues that signal threat (e.g., a frightened face)

relative to neutral ones (calm face) and examines potential mechanisms for developmental

differences in behavior.

The fight-or-flight response is a physiological reaction to perceived threat [9]. Fearful faces

are a reliable indicator of threat in the immediate environment [10], evoking a well-defined

neural response [11,12]. Negatively valenced stimuli such as fearful faces generally inhibit

behavior, slowing response times and inhibiting motor responses in various tasks [13,14,15].

Adolescents, however, show difficulty suppressing attention and actions toward emotional

stimuli even when irrelevant to the task at hand [16,17]. This relative lack of cognitive

control in the presence of emotional and motivational cues may underlie the behavioral risks

that are characteristic of adolescence [18].

Prior work suggests that diminished self-control during adolescence may result from

competition between limbic and control circuitry [17,18,19,20]. A combination of evidence

from human imaging [3,21,22,23,24,25], postmortem [26], and animal [27,28] studies of

regional brain changes over the course of development indicate that limbic and prefrontal

circuitry interact differentially across development [29].

Specifically, limbic circuitry is thought to develop earlier than control circuitry as a result of

evolutionary pressure and changes in gonad hormone levels that impact limbic structures.

This developmental imbalance is suggested to result in a greater influence of limbic than

prefrontal regions on behavior during adolescence. This pattern is in contrast to that

observed in adulthood, when these circuits have matured or in childhood when they are still

developing.

The current study uses a measure of impulsivity in combination with cues that signal threat

or safety (fearful or calm facial expressions) to assess developmental changes in emotional

responses to such cues, their influence on behavior and their neurobiological correlates. In

previous work using the same task and overlapping sample, we have shown a heightened

sensitivity to emotional cues during adolescence. In the first study [30] we showed longer

response latencies to negative (fear faces) relative to positive (happy faces) emotional cues

across ages but adolescent-specific increases in amygdala activity when having to respond

(go) to fear faces. In a second study [3], we focused on the ability to withhold a response to
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positive cues, focusing solely on happy nogo trials and showed that adolescents made more

false alarms to happy cues than to neutral cues, compared to children and adults. This

pattern was paralleled by greater ventral striatal activity in adolescents relative to children

and adults. Finally recent reports by other laboratories have noted decrements in behavioral

performance on cognitive control tasks in the presence of negatively valenced stimuli versus

neutral stimuli in adolescents relative to children or adults [15,16].

In the current study, expanding on these previous adolescent-specific findings toward

emotionally valenced stimuli, we test for developmental differences in brain and behavior

when required to suppress responses to cues of potential threat. Second, we explore

individual differences in brain activity associated with overall behavioral performance.

Finally, we explore possible sex differences in behavior and brain responses to cues of

potential threat.

Methods

Subjects

Eighty participants between the ages of 6 and 27 were scanned using functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI). Data from 23 participants were excluded due to poor overall

accuracy (mean nogo accuracy less than 70%, n=9), too much head motion (>2mm

translational or 2° rotational motion within a run, n=12), or technical problems n=2)

resulting in data from 57 usable subjects (27 females) in all reported analyses. Participants

were grouped into child (aged 6–12 years, n=18, 10 male), adolescent (aged 13– 17 years,

n=19, 10 male), and adult (18 years or older, n=20, 10 male) age groups. Data from this

sample has been published previously on a different subset of the data [3,30]. All

participants provided informed written consent (parental consent and subject assent for

children and adolescents) approved by the Institutional Review Board of Weill Cornell

Medical College.

Behavioral Paradigm

Participants completed six runs of a go-nogo task [3,30], using fearful, happy, and calm

facial expressions as target (go) and non-target (nogo) stimuli (Figure 1A). Within each run,

two types of facial emotions were presented, one serving as the target (go) stimulus, to

which they were instructed to press a button, and the other serving as a non-target (nogo)

stimulus, for which they were instructed to withhold a button press. Facial expressions were

pseudorandomized across the run to control for presentation order, and all combinations of

expression were used as both targets and non-targets, resulting in a 2 (Response: go, nogo) ×

3 (Emotion: fear, calm, happy) factorial design. Prior to each run, participants were

instructed which expression served as the target (go) stimulus, and that they should respond

with a button press only to that expression. Participants were also instructed to respond as

fast as possible but to try to avoid making errors. The present report focuses specifically on

the analysis of fear nogo trials relative to calm nogo trials. Previously published work on

this task focused on nogo trials to happy facial expressions [3] and go trials to fearful facial

expressions [30].
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Stimuli and Apparatus—The stimuli consisted of fearful, happy and calm faces from the

NimStimset of facial expressions [31]. We used calm faces (mildly pleasant neutral faces)

because we [32], and others [33,34] have shown that developmental populations may

perceive neutral faces as negative. The task was programmed using EPrime software and

presented to subjects on an overhead liquid crystal display panel integrated with the IFIS-SA

system (fMRI Devices Corporation, Waukesha,WI). Button responses and RTs were logged

using EPrime software integrated with the IFIS system.

Task Parameters—The data were acquired in six functional imaging runs that Combined

each emotion (happy, calm, and fear) and response (go and no-go) (Figure 1) using a rapid

event-related design. On each trial, a face appeared for 500 msec followed by a jittered

intertrial interval between 2 to 14.5 sec (mean 5.2 sec) during which participants a fixation

crosshair was presented. A total of 48 trials were presented per run in pseudorandomized

order (36 go and 12 no-go). A total of 24 no-go trials and 72 go trials were acquired for each

expression type.

Image Acquisition

Participants were scanned with a General Electric Signa 3.0-T fMRI scanner (General

Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) and quadrature head coil. A high-resolution, T1-

weighted anatomical scan (256 × 256 in-plane resolution, 240-mm field of view [FOV], 124

1.5-mm slices) was acquired for each subject for transformation and localization of data to

Talairach grid space. A spiral in and out sequence [35] was used to acquire functional

imaging data (repetition time = 2500 msec, echo time = 30 msec, FOV = 200 mm, flip angle

= 90, skip 0, 64 × 64 matrix). Thirty-four 4-mm-thick coronal slices (3.125 ×3.125 mm

resolution) covering the entire brain except for the posterior portion of the occipital lobe

were acquired per repetition time.

Behavioral Analysis

Behavioral data from the emotional go/nogo task were analyzed for false alarms (incorrect

presses to a “nogo” stimulus) to fear and calm cues. Errors were calculated as a difference

score between errors to fear nontargets relative to calm nontargets to isolate the effects of

negative valence from overall error rate. Error rates were compared between age groups

(children, adolescents and adults). A positive value represents a greater proportion of errors

to nontarget fear faces than calm faces, while a negative value represents the inverse. Mean

reaction times and hit rates have been reported elsewhere [30]. A two-way ANOVA was

performed with age group and sex as the between-subject variables and a difference score

between errors to fear nontargets and errors to calm nontargets as the dependent variable of

interest.

Imaging Analysis

Imaging data processing and analyses were performed using Analysis of Functional

Neuroimages (AFNI) software [36]. Functional imaging data were slice-time corrected,

realigned within and across runs to correct for head movement, co-registered with each

participant's high-resolution anatomical scan, scaled to percent signal change units, and

smoothed with a 6mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. A general linear model analysis was
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performed on each subject to characterize task effects with task regressors (calm–go, calm–

nogo, happy–go, happy–nogo, fear–go, fear–nogo, errors), convolved with a gamma-variate

hemodynamic response function. Separate regressors were created for correct go and nogo

trials, broken down by emotion (errors were grouped and modeled separately with

insufficient numbers to analyze separately). Only correct fear and calm trials were

considered of interest and included in the second-level analysis.

We modeled the effects of response (go versus nogo), age group (child, adolescent, or

adult), and emotion (fear or calm) on brain activity using a linear mixed-effects model [37].

Parameter estimate (β) maps representing task effects were then transformed into the

standard coordinate space of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) by applying the warping

parameters obtained from the transformation of each subject's high-resolution anatomical

scan. Talairach transformed parameter estimate maps were resampled to a resolution of 3 ×

3 × 3mm. A group linear mixed effects model was performed to identify functional regions

of interest (ROIs) implicated in the interaction of response, age group and emotion. Imaging

findings considered statistically significant exceeded whole-brain correction for multiple

comparisons to preserve an alpha < .05 by using a p value/cluster size combination

stipulated by Monte Carlo simulations run in the Alphasim program within AFNI. Off-line

analyses were conducted in SPSS Statistics 17.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Beta values

were extracted from whole brain corrected ROIs (drawing a 5mm sphere around the peak

voxel in each region) and submitted to offline post hoc analyses with SPSS.

Control Analyses

All imaging analysis were based on correct nogo trials. As task performance was

significantly different between age groups, a second analysis was conducted to verify that

the observed developmental effects were not due to less power in one age group relative to

another. First-level GLMs were estimated in which number of correct trials were equated for

all participants across conditions (fear-go, fear-nogo, calm-go, calm-nogo), using the lowest

mean number of correct trials of all age groups (calm nogo trials in children; mean =17 out

of 24 possible, or 70% mean accuracy). New regressors were generated by randomly

selecting 17 (of 24) trials per condition for inclusion. All other trials were modeled as

separate regressors that were not further examined. Beta values were extracted from the 17-

trial regressors using the previously defined ROIs, tested for replication, and reported in

Results.

Results

Behavioral Results

The 2-way ANOVA showed a main effect of age group on false alarm rates to Fear relative

to Calm nontargets,(F(2,59) = 8.58, p < 0.001), but no main effect of sex (F (1,51) = .05, p > .

85) or interaction with sex (F (2,51) = .27, p > .77). Post hoc t-tests showed that adolescents

made more false alarms to fear nontargets in comparison to calm nontargets than either

children (t (35) = 2.79, p < .009) or adults (t (37)= 2.30, p < .03) (Figure 1B).
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Imaging Results

The whole-brain age group (3) × response (go/nogo) × emotion (fear, calm) GLM revealed 7

regions of interest (see Table 1). Given the behavioral results we performed post hoc tests on

beta values extracted from each whole brain corrected ROIs to determine if teens differed

from adults and from children in these regions. When we tested each region to determine

whether significant variance could be attributed to adolescent specific differences in

response to fear relative to calm nontargets, two patterns emerged (see Figure 2): 1)

adolescent-specific effects of greater activity in adolescents compared to children or adults

on correct threat nogo trials relative to calm nogo trials; and 2) adolescent-emergent effects

of adolescents and adults activated this region more than children on correct threat nogo

trials). The left orbitofrontal cortex (lOFC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) showed

adolescent specific effects. Although the striatum showed a similar developmental pattern

post hoc tests did not reach significance between age groups (adolescents vs. children: p =.

09 and adolescents vs. adults: p =.11). The Right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), Right anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC), and Left Premotor Cortex showed adolescent emergent effects. Our

control analysis, equating power across age groups and conditions, revealed similar patterns

of activity, but to a lesser degree given less overall power of the analysis. However, the left

OFC maintained a robust pattern of activity across analyses (adolescents vs children: t (35) =

2.74, p < 0.01 and adolescents vs. adults: t (37) = 2.27, p < 0.03).

Sex Differences—We performed exploratory analyses to test for sex differences within

the three adolescent-specific findings (i.e., false alarm rates and OFC and mPFC activity to

threat nontargets relative to calm nontargets). These exploratory analyses revealed that

males rather than females appeared to be driving the inflection in false alarms to threat

nontargets during adolescence (Figure 3a). Independent t-tests revealed that in males,

adolescents made more false alarms than children (t (18)= 2.28, p < .04) or adults ((t (18)=

2.96, p < .009) and showed a similar pattern in the activation of the OFC, a region

implicated in regulation of approach-related behavior (adolescents vs. children: t (18)= 2.31,

p < .04; adolescents vs. adults: t (18)= 2.39, p < .03, Figure 3b).

In contrast, the female age groups did not differ from one another in performance (children

vs. adolescents: p =.44 and adolescents vs. adults: p=.07) or in OFC activity (children vs.

adolescents: p =.19 and adolescents vs. adults: p=.76). Rather, adolescent females showed

greater activity in the mPFC, a region implicated in regulation of avoidance related behavior

(Figure 3c, children vs. adolescents t (15) = 2.53, p < .03; and adolescents vs. adults (t (17) =

2.65, p < .02). Males did not differ across age groups in this region (children vs. adolescents:

p =.79 and adolescents vs. adults: p=.26).

Discussion

Prior research has focused almost exclusively on how incentives and positive social cues

lead to impulsive decisions during adolescence to help explain inflections in risk taking and

criminal behavior during this period [3,8,25,38]. The current study examined the effect of

threat cues on impulse control and the underlying neural circuitry in adolescents. We found

that just as positive cues can lead to more impulsive responses by adolescents relative to
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children and adults [3], so too can threat cues. This adolescent-specific inflection in false

alarms to threat cues was paralleled by marked increases in limbic prefrontal (orbitofrontal

and medial prefrontal) regions, implicated in regulating emotional and behavioral responses,

particularly in the case of threat-related stimuli.

In contrast to the adolescent specific effects in limbic prefrontal regions, prefrontal control

circuitry implicated in detecting and resolving conflict between two competing responses

showed an adolescent emergent pattern [39,40,41]. Specifically activity in right inferior

frontal gyrus and anterior cingulate cortex increased from childhood to adolescence and then

plateaued. These findings are consistent with developmental studies showing that the ability

to ignore irrelevant information on cognitive tests like the flanker and go-nogo tasks reaches

maturity levels by roughly adolescence [16,40,42,43,44].

Adolescents' difficulty in suppressing attention and actions specifically toward negatively

valenced information in the current study is a pattern that is emerging in the developmental

literature [15,16]. This diminished performance in adolescents is not observed in tasks

demanding suppression of attention or actions toward neutral information [3,16]. One

explanation for the results reported here may be a failure of adolescents to withhold

responses to any emotional stimuli [41]. However, recent work suggests that adolescents'

actions may be disrupted more easily by negative than positive emotional information [15]

and differential patterns of activity have been shown for positive and negative emotional

stimuli [3,30] Together these findings suggest that changes in behavior and limbic circuitry

during adolescence coincide with a heightened sensitivity to emotional cues that may cause

them to impulsively react rather than retreat, from cues of potential threat.

Theoretical and empirical accounts for this diminished performance during adolescence fall

along two lines of evidence. The first is evidence of regional brain development with lateral

prefrontal cortex continuing to reach structural and functional maturity throughout the

adolescent years [3,23], and the connections between subcortical and cortical structures

continuing to strengthen [45,46]. Given the role of the lateral prefrontal cortex in the

regulation of behavior, immature connections between it and limbic structures might reduce

the capacity to exert cognitive control, particularly in emotionally salient contexts [15,16].

The second line of evidence comes from neuroendocrinology studies, showing an influx of

hormones during puberty, thought to sensitize functional properties of certain brain circuits

[19,47,48], potentially resulting in adolescent-specific enhanced signaling in limbic regions,

that are especially sensitive to hormonal changes. Thus the heightened recruitment of

regulatory prefrontal circuitry when successfully suppressing attention to emotional cues

may suggest an adolescent specific hyper-responsiveness to emotional cues that requires

greater recruitment of regulatory regions. Together, these observations suggest that

diminished regulation of sensitized limbic circuits may heighten the detection of, and

response to, salient social cues during adolescence, even when irrelevant for goal-directed

behavior.

An elevated sensitivity or reaction to threat cues during adolescence may have important

implications for understanding risky or criminal related behaviors under a heightened sense

of threat. These behaviors have been reported to be higher in males than females [49,50,51].
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So how might the adolescent specific behavioral and imaging findings relate to sex

differences observed in real world behavior? Although there was no main effect of, or

interaction with sex in the 2 factor ANOVA, exploratory independent t-tests revealed that

males rather than females appeared to be driving the inflection in false alarms to threat cues

during adolescence. Specifically, male adolescents made more false alarms than either male

children or adults and showed a parallel activation pattern in the OFC, a region implicated in

regulation of approach-related behavior. In contrast, female adolescents did not significantly

differ from female children or adults in their performance or in activity in this region.

Rather, they showed greater activity in the mPFC, a region implicated in regulation of

avoidance related behavior. Adolescent males did not significantly differ from children or

adults in this region. These exploratory results suggest a possible double dissociation

between adolescent males and females in cortical limbic activity related to impulsively

reacting and retreating from cues of potential threat, respectively that warrants further

investigation in a larger sample. In addition, a number of other factors, not specifically

measured in this study, may have contributed to the observed age and sex differences such

as difference between the sexes in pubertal onset, pubertal stage, and quality and/or lack of

sleep.

The present study demonstrates that impulsive behavior during adolescence is as likely to

occur in the presence of threat as reward cues. We show that rather than retreating or

withholding a response to threat cues, adolescents are more likely than children or adults to

impulsively react to them, even when instructed not to respond. This developmental pattern

is mirrored by adolescent-specific changes in limbic cortical circuitry implicated in detection

and assignment of emotional value to inputs and in the subsequent regulation of responses to

them [52,53,54,55]. Clearly more research will be required to specify the impact of threat

cues on adolescent behavior. Nonetheless, these findings may have significant implications

for conditions in which adolescents impulsively react and put themselves and others in

harms way.
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Figure 1. Development of impulse control to threat cues
A) The emotional go/nogo task illustrating five trials with calm faces as the target stimuli,

for which participants should go by pressing a button. Fearful faces are the nontarget (no-go)

stimulus, to which participants should withhold a button press. Each face was displayed for

500 msec followed by a variable intertrial interval. B) False alarms (dark gray line) to fear

relative to calm nogo trials show an adolescent specific pattern of more commission errors

for adolescents than either children (t (35)= 2.79,p < .009) or adults (t (37)= 2.30, p < .03).
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Figure 2. Adolescent-specific and adolescent-emergent brain regions
Representative axial images and beta weights for those regions showing an age effect on

fear nogo trials relative to calm ones from the whole brain corrected Age (3) × Response (2)

× emotion (2) interaction. An adolescent-specific effect on correct fear relative to calm nogo

trials was found in contrasts between adolescents relative to children and adults together in

the left orbitofrontal cortex (LOFC; t (43) = 3.11, p < .003) and left medial prefrontal cortex

(LmPFC; t (31.06) = 2.70, p < .02) Adolescent-emergent effects were found in activation

contrasts children relative to adolescents and adults together on correct fear relative to calm

nogo trials (adolescent emergent) in the right inferior frontal gyrus (RIFG; t (29.15) = 2.35, p

< .03), right anterior cingulate cortex (RACC; t (39.65) = 2.72, p < .01), and left premotor

cortex (t (29.89) = 2.04, p < .05).
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Figure 3. Sex Differences in behavior and limbic activity by age group
A) Difference score in number of false alarms to fear nogo trials relative to calm nogo trials

by age group and sex; B) Beta weights for orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) to correct fear nogo

trials relative to calm nogo trials by age group and sex; and C) Beta weights for mPFC to

correct fear nogo trials relative to calm nogo trials by age group and sex.
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Table 1
Regions of interest (Talairach) for the interaction of age group × emotion × response type
*

No. Voxels Region Brodmann's Area Coordinates (Peak) F-value

193 R IFG 45 (32 17 18) 8.41

104 L OFC 11 (-38 41 -7) 8.86

78 L mPFC 9 (-8 53 24) 7.95

72 L Premotor 6 (-41 2 7) 8.68

58 L Striatum (-20 8 -10) 6.59

56 L Motor/Premotor 4, 6 (-14 -8 63) 7.74

51 R ACC 32 (11 2 45) 6.86

*
Whole-brain corrected (alpha=0.05, 47 voxels)
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